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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: DOWDEN, MICHAEL

Age if under 18: (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: INCIDENT COMMANDER 1

This statement (consisting of page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: Date: 23/02/2018

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded El (supply witness details on rear)

This statement relates to my attendance and actions in respect of the fire at Grenfell Tower on 14th June

2017

I am Watch Manager B, of Red Watch at North Kensington, and am therefore responsible for the running

of that watch. We have two appliances G271 which is the pump ladder and that is the one that I ride, and

G272 which is the pump, we work a two day and two night shift pattern. The difference between the two

appliances, is that G272 will attend the less serious incidents, whereas G271 will attend incidents that

require a greater level of command and control. My appliance carries a 13.5 metre ladder whereas the

pump has a 9 metre ladder. I am in charge of a team of 12 individuals, albeit that there are presently only

eleven firefighters on my team, and I facilitate and manage HR issues and operational incidents. I have

been part of the London Fire Brigade since June 2003 whereupon I completed sixteen weeks of fire

fighter training in September 2003. I was first posted to Feltham Blue watch and then moved to Chiswick

white watch in 2007/2008 as a temporary crew manager. Whilst at Chiswick I was promoted to

substantive crew manager and joined Chiswick red watch. In 2010, I was promoted to substantive Watch

Manger at Surbiton Green Watch, and subsequently joined North Kensington in 2015 as Watch Manager

B.

I am classed as 'competent' in my role as Watch Manager following training, and after passing the

developmental stages. I receive refresher training every two years in elements of incident command
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ranging from compartment and building fires (including residential and commercial properties), road

traffic accidents and high rise buildings. My role as Watch manager involves managing the HR of my

team, and running the operational incidents and the station based training of my team. As watch manager

I generally do not get involved in actual fire-fighting at scenes unless necessary. We complete theory and

practical training in respect of high rise buildings facilitated at a station based level. This means that

during our normal working shifts, we have time allocated for practical and theory training sessions. At the

end of 2016 /beginning of 2017, we completed a 'back to basics' training day in relation to the Lakanal

House fire in 2009.

At 0055 hours, on 14th June 2017, appliances G271 and G272 received a fire call to

Grenfell Tower, specifically Flat 16, incident number 076029 refers to this action. The

crew on my machine, G271 were FF Danny BILLS, who was driving, FF Danny BROWN,

Crew Manager (CM) Charlie BATTERBEE, FF Dave BADDILO, and on G272 were CM Chris

SECRETT, FF Tom ABELL was driving, on the back were FF Alex De St. AUBIN, FF Justin

O'BEIRNE and FF Chris DORGU.

I am familiar with Grenfell Tower, albeit that I have never visited for operational reasons. However, the

North Kensington watches were required to visit when Rydons were completing the refurbishment works.

At this time they were increasing the residential area at the tower, and we were told to familiarise

ourselves with the locations of the dry risers and any amendments to the approaches to the tower. I think

that my watch did our familiarisation visit in Summer 2016, I cannot recall completing a 7(2) d

familiarisation visit to Grenfell Tower and have never been posted to the Fire Safety Department. On 13th

June 2017 I started night duty at 8pm, took role call for the watch and detailed the riding positions for that

shift. Two members of the watch were detailed in the watch room as Number 1 and Number 2. This task

consists of managing the watch room, taking calls from the public, keeping a log of events on the shift,

and accepting emergency calls. It had been a quiet night until our downtime, which started at 0000hours

and I was resting at the point that the call to Grenfell Tower was received.

This mobilisation was received via the watch room and I was aware that G331 Kensington's Pump ladder

had also been deployed to Grenfell Tower. On route, I received a further call from control that G362 from

Hammersmith had been deployed as the pre-determined attendance for high rise buildings at that time

was four appliances and a further call was received in relation to there being a fire at Grenfell Tower. I
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updated the members of my team in relation to the radio traffic from Control, and reminded them of the

tactics in relation to high rise buildings, breathing apparatus policies (BA), the equipment required for the

bridgehead and the fact that the bridgehead would be located two floors below the fire floor. My

appliance has a mobile data terminal (MDT) on which important information about every premises can be

accessed, this information concerning tactics, layout, number of fiats, rendezvous points, and the location

of the dry risers, plus any other information that may be useful when fighting a fire. We also have access

to an EPIP program (Electronic Premises Information Plate) for residential high rise premises and this

gives the dimensions, flat numbers, hydrant locations, dry riser locations for each floor, fire lift locations,

stairwells, the orientation of the building, entrances, exits, sprinklers and the surrounding streets. A

further program called the Operational Risk Database (ORD) is populated from the 7(2)d visits and

contains premises that are potentially a risk to fire fighters. G271 and G272 travelled along Bomore Road

and then right into Grenfell Road On arrival at the tower we positioned 0271 under Grenfell Walk near

the main entrance as this was a pre-determined RVP for the first appliances on scene, in order that we

could augment our appliance into the dry riser. 0272 was parked behind G271.There were no other

appliances in attendance at that point. I dismounted the appliance and could see that there was a fire on

the 4th Floor level of the tower as I could see a glow within the flat on the east side of the building, but it

seemed contained within the compartment. I was wearing my hi-visibility Incident Commander tabard

and at that point a male came up to me and stated that the fire was in his flat on the 4th floor. He told me

that a fridge located in his kitchen was the cause of the fire and that there were no persons within Flat 16.

I briefed my crews and we implemented the high rise procedure. The fire fighters were taking the

necessary equipment from the appliances whilst I was speaking to the male and they were establishing a

water supply in order to charge the dry riser. A dry riser is a series of hollow pipes that run up on the

inside of the building and allows fire fighters to attach hoses to outlets at various points within the

building. In the case of Grenfell Tower the dry riser needed to be augmented by crews. This means that

we supply water to it and fill the dry riser pipes from the appliances. The drivers of G271 and G272, FF

ABELL and FF BILLS, were augmenting the dry riser whilst the other crew members were readying

themselves with breathing apparatus and facilitating equipment going into the tower. I briefed Crew

Manager SECRETT, who was in charge of 0272, of the information I had obtained from the male from

Flat 16, and requested that he go to the second floor and establish the Bridgehead. He was then to inform

me of when they were ready to go to the 4th floor and enter flat 16. This would occur once it was

confirmed that the water supply was available at the Bridgehead. The initial firefighting crew were CM
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BATTERBEE, and FF BROWN. Once they had entered the building CM SECRETT informed me via the

radio that the fire lift was not working. Fire fighters carry an express key that overrides the lift system in

buildings in order to facilitate moving equipment and to assist with casualties. It also prevents the

residents using the lift in a fire situation where they could be exposing themselves to danger.

In high rise incidents we create a Bridgehead which is set up two floors below the fire floor and then the

initial fire fighting crew would go up to the floor below the fire floor and plug into the dry rise outlet to

ensure their protection from the unknown conditions on the fire floor. I received radio traffic from CM

SECRETT that the crew had plugged their hose on the fire floor as the fire floor was not compromised at

that point. I was happy for crews to be committed from the fire floor as I felt that we had to be aggressive

in tackling this fire. I requested that a support crew were to go to the 3rd floor to secure their water supply

and progress to the 4th floor to support the initial fire fighting crew.

I contacted 0331 (Kensington's Pump ladder) and 0362 (Hammersmith's pump appliance) as they had

not yet arrived and told them that I needed fire fighters with breathing apparatus to go the bridgehead as

soon as they arrived at Grenfell Tower. G331 arrived and WM O'KEEFE reported to me. I directed him

to go to the Bridgehead to liaise with CM SECRETT and manage the BA resources. I advised him to tell

me if additional resources were required. At 0113 hours, I made the decision to further resource the

incident by making it pumps 6 and aerials 1. At this point, it hadn't taken hold and I felt comfortable with

what we were dealing with as the fire was still contained within the compartment and there were no

persons within the flat. 0362 arrived and I directed the crew to go to the Bridgehead with their breathing

apparatus. I also requested that 0331 get a covering jet for the outside of the flat where the fire was, in

order to keep it contained and stop it spreading above and below the compartment. It was necessary to

aim water above and below the compartment, but not directly into it as that could affect the fire fighters

working within the compartment. At this point the fire was still within the compartment, but the window

had failed, in that it had broken. I then asked CM Dave DAVIES from 0362 to send an informative

message to control stating "Residential Block of flats, 20 plus floors, 25 meters by 25 meters, high rise

procedure implemented ,5 room flat on the 4th Floor, 75% alight, MDT in use, tactical mode Oscar."

Oscar relates to the offensive action of firefighting, and this is what I felt was required due to what I could

see at the location. I had enough resources available and therefore implemented the high rise procedure

which is our safe system of work as per LFB policy. I knew that the crews were now tackling the fire
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within the compartment but I noticed that the fire had now breached the window of the flat on the 4th

floor and was starting to affect the external facia of the building. It was at this point that I noticed the

situation was beginning to turn because the fire wasn't behaving in a way that I would have expected

from previous experience. It was sparking and spitting in a similar way to when magnesium burns and

was making me feel uncomfortable. I contacted CM SECRETT on the radio and checked that the BA

crew were tackling the fire to which he replied that they were making good progress. However, I did not

feel reassured due to the way the fire was developing on the outside of the building. At 0119hours, I sent

a message to Control via my driver, Dan BILLS, requesting further assistance, and to make the incident

'pumps 8'. I then decided I wanted a ground monitor set up and asked FF BILLS to get this ready. This is

a piece of equipment that sits on the ground and projects a large volume of water from a distance. It could

only be prepared at this point because I had no way of supplying water to the ground monitor because

G271 was supplying the dry riser and G272 was required to provide water for the aerial appliance. The

hose was connected to the ground monitor but we had to wait for additional appliances to arrive in order

to supply the water for the ground monitor. The area had become quite busy with members of public

gathering and there were not enough firefighters to assist with keeping them safe, so at 0125 hours I

requested that police attend, to help with crowd control. I also made the decision to make the incident

'pumps 10' as the fire was rapidly developing beyond the fiat, on the outside of the tower. At 0128 hours

I sent a further assistance message requesting that the incident was made 'pumps 15' as I noticed the fire

rapidly snaking up the decorative V of the east side exterior. I noticed a number of residents that had been

subjected to smoke inhalation exiting the block from the east side. Their faces were blackened and they

had apparent respiratory difficulties in that they were coughing and spluttering, but they were making

their own way out at that point. There was also now a lot of falling debris that was alight, falling over the

east exit. I told a police officer that he needed to stop residents leaving via that exit due to the concern

that this debris would fall on residents when they were leaving the building, but I don't know if he did

this. I sent a further priority message of assistance to Control to let them know that there were people in

the tower that were affected by the incident. This made it a 'persons reported' fire.

By the time I had made the incident 'pumps 20' at 01:29 hours, requesting two additional fire rescue

units, the fire was on its way up to the top of the building. I recall one of the fire rescue units (FRU) A216

from Paddington attending and the reason I remember that is because their Crew Manager, Phil WIGLEY

presented himself to me, as I was still in charge of the incident at that point. I cannot recall where the
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other FRU' s came from. By the time he arrived, the fire was at roof level and I was becoming

increasingly concerned. With previous fires in mind, I thought that the FRU would have the appropriate

resources in relation to them having line ops which is a safe system of work, in which the firefighters set

up a rig in harnesses and this allows them to work at height. I was trying to work out ways of getting

water onto the fire, because it was progressing so quickly. Usually, we fight a fire internally and even if it

jumps one or two floors we can still get to the flats above. However, this fire was moving so quickly that I

had concerns that we wouldn't be able to get into the flats above. I tasked CM Phil WIGLEY to think of a

way to get up to roof level and my thinking was to have some kind of drencher system to pour water from

above. Due to the dynamics of the incident, that never happened and in hindsight this wasn't going to

work, but I really wanted to think of something, and had seen the FRU at previous high rise fires, but I

realise now that even the FRU crew couldn't have helped with that fire because of the way it was

behaving, in that it was progressing too rapidly for our resources. In the LFB we have two types of

breathing apparatus, SDBA (standard duration) which allows for 30 mins of air, if the firefighter is not

under duress or harsh conditions, as that would then reduce it to 20 mins. The FRU's have EDBAs

(extended duration breathing apparatus) and that was also part of my thinking in respect of requesting that

the FRUs attend. When considering the size and nature of the fire, it occurred to me that the SDBA sets

wouldn't be sufficient.

Between 01:25 and 01:28 I received information from WM Brian O'KEEFE, who was on the Bridgehead

at this point that we had had reports of one person not able to leave the property on the 11th floor and

another on the 16th floor. This wasn't because of the fire itself, but was due to them having mobility

issues and illness. I advised the command unit team leader, I cannot recall his name, or where he was

from, though I believe that he may have been from Fulham's Command Unit 8 (CU8).

Paul WATSON was WM in charge of G36 Hammersmith. I requested that he go to the ground floor

lobby area, and I asked him to manage a staging area of BA wearers in the lobby as at this point we had

significant resources in attendance and more were on route to the incident. The communal and stairwell

areas in Grenfell Tower were very tight, and we had a number of BA wearers going up, so I wanted him

to stay in the lobby area and feed them up to Brian O'KEEFE as they were requested at the Bridgehead.

The first aerial appliance in attendance was Paddington's aerial A213, which is a TL, meaning that it has
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a turntable ladder, which is an extendable ladder that can be used at height; up to maximum of ten floors,

and can either be used to rescue people or to provide water to a building.

The covering jet was working, but quite early on before the incident was made 'pumps 20', at the time

that the fire had broken outside the compartment and was developing on the outside, a large quantity of

debris was falling from the building, which caused concern for the covering jet and the covering jet crew,

so I pulled the crew back to safety. Also, the fire was developing so rapidly up the side of the block that

the jet wasn't having much effect on the fire and we were under resourced with BA wearers at that time,

so I told the covering jet crew to put it down and to report to the Bridgehead with their BA sets. Some of

the debris was molten, and as it fell from the building, it was obviously still alight. I wasn't aware at the

time of the fire that it was cladding, but there were little bits of material, and large sheets coming down

from the building's exterior, and some of it was about a metre square.

This fire behaved differently to other high rise fires that I have attended. A month earlier, I attended a fire

on the 27th floor at Trellick tower and we had a real issue with water on that day, because of the wet riser

which was in place, as the building is above a certain height. The wet riser is usually fully charged with

water. In the case of a fire the water should pressurise the system and we should be able to plug our hoses

in and that should then give us a certain amount of water for a certain amount of time. On that day, it

failed on the upper floors, meaning that there was a half hour delay before we could make a compartment

entry, but that fire remained contained within the compartment which is what would be expected by

firefighters.

At a fire within Shepherds Court about 6-7 months before the Trellick Tower incident, the fire did start to

spread up the building, but that was caused by burning bits of cladding around the UPVC windows

igniting cladding on floors above the fire floor. This is a common event in high rise fires and it is known

as the coanda effect. The fire can spread up the building externally but it usually spreads upwards for just

one or two floors, and this we can manage because firefighters can go one or two floors above where the

fire is and fire fight it from the inside. Those are my sorts of experiences, as an incident commander of

high rise incidents. We were really aggressive with the fire at Grenfell Tower in that we initially plugged

our hose in on the fire floor, because the conditions were okay to do so, and the initial crew made good

progress on the compartment fire in flat 16. After about 20 minutes, I could see that something had failed,
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to make the fire react as it did. When I saw Grenfell Tower behaving like this, I was quickly outside my

comfort zone, and was trying to make decisions that I have not made before. Although I have previous

experience in high rise fire fighting, I have never seen a fire behave in this way. It was totally

unprecedented.

The crews were very quickly within that compartment at Grenfell Tower, and the information I was

receiving was that the fire had been extinguished within the compartment, but from what I could see

externally, that wasn't the case. After I had made the incident pumps 20 and FRU's 2 at 01:29 hours, Fire

fighter David BADDILO came out of the block from the main entrance near the surgery and asked me

what I had made the incident. When I informed him that I had made it 'pumps 20', He replied that we

needed more appliances. At that point! looked around and realised that I didn't have anyone else spare. I

didn't want to leave the fire ground as the fire had now fully developed on the outside of the building, and

I tasked Dave to send a further assistance message, so at 01:31 hours the incident was made pumps 25.

Shortly after that, the aerial appliance from Paddington, A213, attended and at that point, the fire was

rapidly developing. It was at roof level and was developing even more on the east side of the block, it had

become even more intense and debris was continuing to fall. The Crew Manager in charge of A213, Dan

HARRIMAN, presented himself to me and asked whether I needed him to perform rescues or provide

water. A213 is a TL. I told him that I needed the aerial appliance to stop the fire that was spreading on the

east side of the block.

The fire at that point, was only on the east side of the block, and we couldn't have got the access for the

aerial appliance to the other sides of the building, as there's a park, gates, and a children's playground

area, and on the south side there is the overhang from the Lancaster West Estate. The only access was on

the east side. A further aerial appliance, TL A243, later arrived from Soho, and was positioned on the

grass verge. An aerial appliance should be parked on hard ground, as there are jacks that secure it in place

and there is a risk that they can be bogged down in soft ground, but this was the only area available to

place A213. The aerial appliances take time to implement because they don't come with their own water

supply, so we had to find a separate hydrant supply from the one that G271 was using as this was already

supplying the dry riser. Dave DAVIES from Hammersmith was facilitating this task. I think that another

hydrant was found in Grenfell Road. The way it works is that G272 was plugged into the hydrant with its
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hose, and the aerial appliance then takes its water supply from that fire appliance. I detailed WM Steve

COLLDNS from Paddington to get the ground monitor ready for operation. I don't know exactly when it

started working but I think it was used on Grenfell Walk and the south side of the tower. A213 were now

putting water onto the tower and by this time, about 40% of the east side was alight, from the fourth floor

up to the roof level. I had also asked WM Steve COLLINS if he could relocate the ground monitor and

asked him to give me a situation report for casualties leaving from the south side entrance on Grenfell

Walk but I don't remember getting any feedback from him after we spoke. I was still Incident

Commander at this time and officers were reporting to me as they arrived, and they continued to update

me. CM Nathan ASHE of G34 Chelsea informed me via his radio that debris was falling on the north side

of the building, so I now knew that the fire was wrapping around the building to the north side. I

instructed WM James BERRY from Richmond, H42, to take his appliance and relocate to the north side

of the tower to stop the fire from spreading and to put out the debris that was alight. I heard nothing back

from him during the incident but later learnt that he had relocated on the west side of the tower and was

rescuing residents via a 135 ladder (a ladder that extends 13.5 metres). I was then approached by Station

Manager Brett LOFT who was with a Command Unit team leader. I informed them about the residents

with mobility issues that had been unable to leave their flats on the 11th and 16th floors as I have

mentioned earlier. Ordinarily the first SM on scene should take over as Incident Commander, but I

decided the best thing he could do was to deal with the Fire Survival Guidance (FSG) calls that were

coming in. I suggested that he deal with those calls on radio channel 3, as channel 1 is the incident

command channel and channel 6 is solely for BA wearers communications. Both Channel 1 and channel 6

had heavy radio traffic. This decision for SM BRETT Loft to manage the FSG calls was taken as they

were now my priority at that point. FSG is a process where 999 operators receive calls from members of

the public that are trapped by fire and cannot safely leave their property. The operator stays on the line

until the rescue has been completed, and gives advice and reassurances to the resident whilst the

firefighters are directed to their location. The next senior officer in attendance was SM Andy WALTON

and I was handing over to him when DAC Andy O'LOUGHLIN arrived almost at the same time. I

briefed them but I can't remember exactly what I said on the night and I handed the Incident Commander

tabard to SM WALTON who gave it to DAC O'LOUGHLIN and he became the Incident Commander.

He instructed SM WALTON and myself to assist at the Bridgehead. Once I had been relieved from the

role of Incident Commander I made my way to the Bridgehead. I went to the ground floor lobby area first,

where 1 knew the smoke extract operating system was located. This system senses fire in communal areas
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and automatically opens air vents to clear the smoke. I saw that the panel was already open and the keys

were hanging from it, which I found strange. I initially took the keys as they should not be in the panel,

but either in a secure office or on the wall behind a break glass. The panel shows data about the fire but I

don't recall what it said at that point, or if any data was available to read. I went to the ground floor lift

with SM WALTON and saw that the smoke vent point was on automatic. I went to activate the point

using the keys and switch it to manual, but decided against this as interfering with any fire solution within

a building can worsen conditions for both the residents and the firefighters. This should only be done on

the advice of a responsible person (who has knowledge of the building) or senior fire safety officer. I did

inform SM WALTON of my actions. I then returned the keys to the smoke panel in the lobby area where

I had found them. I tried to operate the fire lift with my express key, but was unsuccessful. We went to

the 2nd floor where the Bridgehead was located. This area was very busy with firefighters wearing their

BA and I saw that there were two BA boards in use which were being managed by FF O'BEIRNE and FF

De St AUBIN. The Bridgehead commanders were WM O'KEEFE from 033, Kensington and WM

Louisa De SILVA from 034 Chelsea. They were in charge of managing the BA resources and the FSG

calls and they were deploying resources where necessary. I liaised with Louisa DeSTLVA and I remember

tasking some BA wearers to the 13th Floor where five people were trapped. At that point, BA crews were

being deployed without firefighting media, which is a hose or an attachment known as a branch. The

branch is the bit at the end of the hose that is used to turn water on and off. This goes outside policy, but

we just didn't have the resources. The BA boards I mentioned are used to manage and monitor each

individual firefighter that enters the fire. A system called telemetry is fitted to each BA body set, and they

have a tally which goes into the BA board. This system then knows each firefighter that has been

deployed, how much air is in their cylinder, the amount of time lapsed, and it sounds an alarm when their

air is getting too low. The conditions faced by the individual wearing BA can dictate how long the

cylinder lasts. This system allows us to know if any firefighters are in distress and it electronically logs

their progress. At the Bridgehead I continued to manage the BA wearers who were tasked to rescue the

residents, as at that Point I later discovered that we had had one hundred and seventy FSG calls to deal

with I remember that one crew I sent to the flats, could not bring the residents down because the stairwell

had become compromised with smoke. Although this steps outside policy we had to take breathing

apparatus from firefighters, and hand them to those that were rescuing the residents, to provide them with

respiratory protection. The smoke was so toxic at certain points of the stairwell and at different stages of

the incident, that if the residents had come into it without that protection, two mouthfuls of that air would
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cause them to become unconscious, which unfortunately did occur. At this point, there were the first

report of casualties coming out. I was on the Bridgehead, and the first casualty that I saw was a black

adult male who was in a very bad way. I advised Command Unit 8 of this casualty. I remember that there

was a group of firefighters who were working on him near the mezzanine area, by the stairs that went

down towards the ground floor. I didn't see the specifics of what they were doing, as there were 3 or 4

firefighters around him. I requested that the LAS attend, but was advised that they wouldn't be able to as

there was a triage area outside to the east of the block near Kensington leisure Centre. I helped the

firefighters, who included FF DORGU, take the male to the LAS triage centre. In my opinion he was dead

from having been heavily subjected to smoke inhalation, as he had fluids coming from his mouth and

nose and his eyes were rolled back in his head. Nevertheless we carried him to the LAS triage area on the

east side, this felt like it was a long way from the tower and needed to be much closer. By the time I got

back to the Bridgehead there were a number of casualties coming down. I particularly remember two

young girls aged around 4 or 5 years old and 7 or 8 years old, who appeared to be sisters, and were being

carried out wearing BA sets. I am assuming that they were also taken to the LAS triage point. At that

point I knew things were going to be really, really bad. GM Richard WELCH made the decision to move

the Bridgehead up to the third floor in order to chase the fire; the maximum we could go up was one floor

below the fire. We therefore had to move the equipment and boards to the third floor and Richard Welch

took over managing the Bridgehead. He was assisted by GM Pat GOULBOURNE, and the BA wearers

were constantly being committed to the fire floor. A male in his seventies came down who looked like he

was in a bad way and I helped a firefighter take him downstairs, we discovered that the south exit was

also compromised with falling debris. As a result we took him towards the west side where an entry and

exit point had been made in some PVC blanking plates by firefighters using forced entry equipment. This

new entry and exit point was approximately 30-40 meters away from a LAS triage area which was on the

west side of tower. Whilst I was outside I could see people at the windows on around the 8th and 9th

floors, and told a firefighter to communicate reassurances to them via his loud hailer and I then went back

into the tower. At the Bridgehead I asked Pat GOULBOURNE and Richard WELCH to designate an

officer or firefighter to walk around the perimeter and locate residents that were at their windows. I could

see people banging on windows for help. I remember seeing a female casualty come out of the tower who

was in her late fifties and she looked as though she was in a bad way, she definitely had suffered the

effects of smoke inhalation; she was naked from the torso down and her face was blackened from smoke.

I covered her lower body and she was taken to the west triage area via the forced exit. When I returned to
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the BA entry control point on the 3rd floor I saw FF O'BIERNE and FF De St AUBIN still on the entry

control board and they looked exhausted. They were having to manage so much information with the

multiple FSG calls that were occurring and they had been there from the beginning. I remember having a

heated discussion with GM Pat GOLTLBOURNE about relieving them. It was still quite busy in that area,

there was also no water for the BA crews or firefighters that needed re-hydration, and I requested that GM

Matt COOK from the Operations Review team obtain water that could be used to both hydrate crews and

be used for radial cooling, meaning that the firefighters could place their wrist pulse points in the water,

therefore cooling themselves down. At some stage I went back to the ground floor lobby area where

together with WM Glynn WILLIAMS and SM Pete WOLFENDEN, we utilised a grid on the wall

showing which rooms we had rescued residents from and the number of residents that had been rescued.

Whilst here, an adult Middle Eastern female and her son came past, the female was very distressed and

the young boy was approximately 8 or 9 years old. I asked him which flat they had come from and

whether anyone else remained in the flat, I remember him telling me that his brother was in the flat but

that he was dead. I cannot recall the floor or flat number they gave, but I vaguely remember that it may

have been the 19th floor. It was around this time that the first firefighter emergency was declared; this

happens when a firefighter has not returned to the entry control point after being committed and the entry

control board or BA set whistle has activated showing that there is no air in their BA set, or that there has

been no movement from a firefighter for a period of time. The firefighter was identified as being FF

HILL, but I don't know him or his station. GM Richard WELCH tasked me to look for him and I went

round the BA staging area in the lobby and the incident ground asking if anyone knew him or had seen

him. I could not find FF HILL, and I returned to the lobby area, I later learnt that he had been found. CM

Nathan ASHE reported that the fire was spreading downwards towards the Bridgehead on the third floor.

I informed GM Richard WELCH, and the Bridgehead was moved to the ground floor lobby. Because the

decision was taken to move the Bridgehead, a tactical withdrawal was initiated. GM Richard WELCH

and I used our whistles to alert crews of the withdrawal. In this instance I don't think the upper floors

could hear the whistles as they were very busy and I don't remember a role call taking place. There was

now smoke in the ground floor lobby area and the decision was made to minimise the amount of

personnel within the building. Due to the nature of this fire there was a concern about the structure of the

building. I wouldn't describe the smoke as heavy but there was enough to cause discomfort. We started to

evacuate those firefighters that were not wearing BA, but the west side had now become compromised

with falling debris. I suggested to some firefighters that they utilise some folding tables as shields for
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protection, when they entered and exited the building, and later the TSG police officers gave us their riot

shields and officers to facilitate firefighters entering and exiting the building. I found myself near the LAS

triage area on the west side of the building, this was very busy with firefighters and BA wearers because

they had congregated there, rather than in the building, due to the safety issues. Debris that was alight

continued to fall and collect around the base of the tower. I saw some firefighters under a slide in the

playground with a covering jet to extinguish the debris at ground floor level. I would describe this debris

as being large sheets of metal and molten plastic. There were also smaller pieces falling. The falling

debris was so bad that the crew from Paddington had to withdraw the aerial appliance. I was tasked to

muster the EDBA wearers to the west side of the tower and to liaise with WM Matt GREGORY who was

managing their commitment into the tower. At this point, the incident had been made 'pumps 40', and

there were more resources available. I walked around looking for FRU crews, and I told any EDBA

wearers to go to the west side of the tower. As I walked around I saw that all four sides of the building

were alight. I did not know what time it was; it was dark but looked like it was getting lighter. When

passing a set of garages under Grenfell Walk, I remember seeing that one was open, and that there was a

body under a tarpaulin. I later learnt that that person had jumped to escape the fire. When I got back

round the tower I grabbed a cup of tea from the Salvation Army that were now near the community

centre. I had a brief moment to gather my thoughts and returned to the tower via the forced entrance on

the west side. I saw a firefighter with a burn on the back of his neck and assisted him with putting water

on it, and I saw Crew Manager Ben GALLAGHER from Paddington who was struggling and I helped

him to take some of his kit off, gave him water and fanned him to cool him down. At this point, another

casualty came out and I assisted with her. She was a young black adult female who was brought out with

a towel or jumper over her head and she was very agitated whilst with the LAS, she was telling them not

to touch her. I also saw a number of deceased casualties lying in individual body bags. Sadly, I noticed

that one of the casualties was the male in his seventies that I had assisted out of the block earlier. I again

returned to the ground floor lobby area of the tower. GM Pat GOULBOURNE was about to go up the

stairwell with two branches which he was going to take to the fifth floor of the block. I suggested that I

take them, as he was in charge of the Bridgehead. I took them from him and went into the stairwell

without any BA. I did not think about that and just got on with it as it would have taken too long to fetch

my BA and I felt that this job needed immediate attention. I hadn't been tasked at that point to be part of

any BA crew. There was heavy smoke from the fourth floor upwards, especially around the fifth floor. On

speaking to the BA crew there, whose names I do not know, I was told that the branches were not
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required, and I made my way up to the 6th floor in case they were needed there where I noticed that the

smoke was heavier. I didn't see any BA crew there and went to return back downstairs whereupon I

bumped into a family of three trying to get out of the tower. I am not sure which level this was on. The

male was black, in his forties and he had a young child strapped to his back, the third person was female

and I guessed that she was his wife. The male was affected by smoke inhalation and was coughing with

fluid running out of his eyes, nose and mouth. I remember trying to untie the child, along with GM

Richard Welch, but we were unable to do this and we assisted all three to ground floor level. I returned

upstairs and assisted another black adult male, who was clearly in distress and had been subjected to

Smoke inhalation, I poured water over him in an effort to cool him down, for which he was extremely

thankful. I would describe him as being bald, thick set and wearing a suit jacket and jumper. I can't

remember how he got out the building. I have been asked whether I can describe the smell within the

tower, but I can't recollect anything that stands out, I think because there was so much going on. WM

Glynn WILLIAMS then had to leave the Bridgehead as his wife had gone into labour and I informed SM

Pete WOLFENDEN about the fact that Glynn had left the fire ground. Around 5:30/6am I went outside to

get water and I helped WM Matt GREGORY to get firefighters in and out of the exits with the help of the

police riot shields. The building was completely alight inside and out apart from the lower floors that we

were working from. Heavy black smoke was rising from the building. At around 0730am I saw the rest of

my crew for the first time. There were real water supply issues because of the amount of people being

committed into the fire floors, this was causing a loss of pressure, and some of the hose had burst due to

the debris that had fallen on the south side. GM Richard WELCH told us to change the delivery hose

from G271 to the dry riser on the south side of tower. You couldn't see the hose, due to the amount of

debris on it, and debris was still falling from above. FF Dave BADDILO, and I, whilst using a riot shield

as protection from the falling debris, went to the dry riser and tried to trace the perished hose. However,

we had two lengths of hose going from the dry riser, but only one of them had failed, so we tried to trace

that back, and I was very conscious of protecting ourselves from the falling debris at the same time. Dave

found the damaged hose, so we turned the water supply off, which had to be done quickly, we plugged in

the new length of delivery hose to the dry riser, all the while with debris falling around us. We then

recharged the delivery hose into the dry riser outlet and it started working again. We had been fighting the

fire for about seven hours now and everyone in my crew was exhausted and looking completely shell

shocked, thankfully none of my crew had been injured. We went to the Salvation Army and got cups of

tea. At around 0830 am we were found by WM Shaun COLTRESS who directed us to go to CU8 in order
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to get the instruction that we could be stood down. Appliances G271 and G272 were to remain in

position, as they were still being used. I requested over the radio that everyone meet at G271 and we

walked to CU8 in Treadgold Street. Once there, GM Charlie PUGSLEY, a Fire Investigator, and

Commissioner Dany COTTON told us to wait for a while so we sat and took the opportunity to make

calls to our family. Shortly afterwards we were given a small debrief by the Commissioner and were

taken to North Kensington Fire Station by an LFB people carrier at around 9am, though my watch battery

ran out, so I can't be precise with timings. Once there, we showered, stored what equipment we had and

started making notes of the incident. Contemporaneous notes are completed by individuals when there is

a fatal fire and in the case of incidents such as Grenfell as this was a major incident. The notes were a way

of capturing what had happened whilst the events were still fresh in our minds. A GM came and spoke to

us, but I can't remember his name. I remember SM Wayne JOHNSON and Borough Commander Spencer

SUTCLIFFE calling me into the station office, but I can't remember what was said, apart from the fact

that it went along the lines of a welfare chat. We were due back in for night shift at 8pm and were

instructed to come in and just finish our notes, and then go home. That night duty, we completed our

notes and this was facilitated by WIVE Chris ROSE and WM Mick BOYLE who are part of the Fire

Investigation Team. FF BATTERBEE had his tunic taken from him as it was burnt by debris and had to

be examined. Since the events of that night at Grenfell Tower the LFB have facilitated counselling and

rehabilitation group sessions

I have found it very difficult to deal with the events of Grenfell Tower.

I have never dealt with anything as

unprecedented or on the same scale of Grenfell Tower since joining the Fire Service.

Mentally,

things have got easier, but I will never forget June 14 2017. I am not aware of any other way we could

have dealt with this situation. We all did what we could and we acted as fast as possible. There were forty

plus machines on scene and everyone was exhausted and doing their best. I still don't know how the fire

travelled as it did and in that manner and rate.

I agree to police officers obtaining my medical records if necessary in relation to the effects on me of this

incident. However, I have not at this point been to my GP for support. I have been referred to the

counselling well being service provided by the LFB.
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I would like to state that the precise timings mentioned in my statement have been noted since the

incident from the original message logs. In relation to everything that took place and in respect of all my

actions, I may not have placed them in the absolute chronological sequence of events as so much was

occurring at the same time.

I have been asked whether there is anything that could have helped firefighters respond to the incident

differently. I feel that self rescue hoods would have been beneficial as firefighters would not have had to

hand their BA sets to residents. However, this resource was not available to us at the time, but it is now

being looked into. Water supply was an issue, but I feel that this was caused by the immense scale of the

incident.

I exhibit my contemporaneous notes as MTD/1, seal no.MPSZ13114321, the map of the surrounding area

around Grenfell Tower as MTD/2, seal no.MPSZ13114322, and the map showing the location of CU8 as

MTD/3, seal no.1VIPSZ13114324.
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